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“The sports goods market continues to grow at an
exceptional level. Driven by a rising interest in health and
wellness amongst young consumers, the athleisure trend is
dominating the sector. The success of the market has seen
increasing levels of competition from non-specialists and
more than ever retailers need to establish their position in
a crowded sector.”
– Samantha Dover, Retail Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Consumer interest in health & wellness drives athleisure trend
Increasing market entries from non-specialists
Retailers use technology to enhance consumer engagement

The sports goods market has continued to grow at an exceptionally fast pace and this performance
continued in 2015. The growth in the sector has been largely driven by the athleisure trend which has
seen an increasing number of consumers wearing sportswear for leisure as opposed to pure sports.
This has seen a number of non-specialist retailers enter the market, which has increased competition.
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The market continues to be dominated by the two leading specialist retailers; Sports Direct and JD
Sports. While JD Sports has continued to grow and gain market share, Sports Direct’s growth has
slowed.
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Majority of people have shopped for sports goods in the last year
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Figure 71: Repertoire of retailers used to purchase sporting goods, May 2016

Reasons for Purchasing
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Sports vs non-sports use
Figure 72: Reasons for purchasing sports goods in the last 12 months, May 2016
Young people most likely to buy sports goods to play sport
Figure 73: Reasons for purchasing sports goods in the last 12 months, by age, May 2016
JD Sports’ consumers buy for non-sports use
Figure 74: Reason for purchasing sporting goods, by retailer, May 2016
Running drives sports goods purchasing
Figure 75: Sporting activities sporting goods purchased for in the last 12 months, May 2016
Swimming falls out of favour
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Value for money key driver for online shoppers
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Millennials most interested in personalised online experience
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Branded sports goods perceived as better quality
Figure 79: Attitudes towards shopping for sports goods, May 2016
Young consumers show the most interest in trends and innovations
Figure 80: Attitudes towards shopping for sports goods, by age, May 2016
Return to the experts
Figure 81: Attitudes towards shopping for sports goods in-store, May 2016

Interest in Trends and Innovations
Fashionable sportswear popular but little consumer interest shown in celebrity associated lines
Figure 82: Trends & innovation purchasing & interest scale, May 2016
Interest in fashionable sportswear
Figure 83: Interest scale for fashionable sportswear that can be worn when not exercising, by gender, May 2016
Consumers aged 26-35 most interested in active beauty
Figure 84: Interest scale for Beauty/grooming products that improve appearance during or after exercise, by age, May 2016
Demand for subscription services remains low
Figure 85: Interest scale for a personalised sports clothing subscription delivering hand-picked items on a regular basis, by gender,
May 2016
Young consumers show high levels of interest in innovations
Figure 86: Trends & innovation purchasing & interest scale, by consumers aged 16-24, May 2016
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Forecast methodology
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